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The practice of cash bail — of setting a price at which a defendant accused of a crime might guarantee his or her freedom before trial — traces back to the formative days of the English common law tradition upon which America’s was based. In modern times, however, cash bail amounts, and the resulting pre-trial detention of those who cannot afford to pay, seem to have become unmoored from their basic purpose: providing insurance that the accused will show up for the trial that will determine their guilt or innocence.

Some advocates would go so far as to suggest that cash bail itself should be abolished, with several states and localities having taken this step already. Yet, eliminating cash bail, and pre-trial detention, altogether ignores a secondary function of the practice, which is to allow judges to make pre-trial release prohibitive for those accused whose past record or the heinous nature of their alleged offense renders them a likely menace to public safety.

But the data make clear that excessive cash bail amounts and pre-trial detention are greatly overused, at the cost of great harm to the innocent awaiting trial, of filling jails with offenders who have yet to be convicted of a crime, and sometimes of consigning even minor offenders to punishment in excess of what they would eventually receive if found guilty. The processes by which bail amounts are set at the state and federal levels cannot presently be considered either effective or just.

The Rise of Excessive Bail and Pre-trial Detention

The revocation of an individual’s freedom is of a matter of utmost severity in a society conceived from the principles of liberty. It was no accident that fully half of the protections against government that were enshrined by our founders in the Bill of Rights relate to due process, including the Eight Amendment’s specific warning that “Excessive bail shall not be required.”

Both cash bail and pre-trial detention emerged as a compromise to resolve the tension between the Common Law presumption of innocence until proven guilty, and that of ensuring that the accused does show up to face their trial and judgment. In most states, outright denial of an opportunity for pre-trial release is limited to the most serious offenses, and thus judges have used the imposition of very high bail amounts as a way of containing other accused offenders who are considered more dangerous or more likely to abscond.

Rather than paying the full bail amount up front, the most common means of securing bail has become to secure a bond, most frequently through private bail bondsmen who frequently take a 10 to 15 percent, up-front, non-refundable payment on the full bail amount from the
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accused along with an agreement on collateral equal to the rest of the bail amount. The promise to the court is that the bond company will take action to secure the rest should the accused fail to show up.

Though the use of surety bonds to guarantee trial attendance has a long history, until quite recent times it was far more common that accused offenders be released upon their own recognizance, with no up-front cash payment required. The shift towards cash bail was not an accident; rather it was a deliberate part of the shift in mindset during the unsettled 1970s and 1980s that pre-trial detention should be weighted more heavily towards a preemptive judgment of the danger posed by the offender than merely whether they posed a flight risk. This period saw an increase in restrictions upon judges in setting bail, such as bail schedules that set minimum amounts based on the alleged crime. As recently as 1990, it was nearly twice as common to be released on recognizance as on bond, whereas by 2004 that ratio had nearly reversed.

It is certainly a legitimate concern that suspects who would pose a real danger to public safety not be released where they can continue to do harm. As is all-too-often the case, however, vast numbers of low-risk defendants have been caught up in a system of pre-trial detention that was intended to address only the most dangerous minority of them.

According to the Vera Institute for Justice, “the number of people who are detained while awaiting trial—the ‘pretrial population’—has increased more than fivefold: from 82,922 people in 1970 to 441,790 in 2015. While the pretrial population comprised about half of people in jail prior to the early 1990s, it now accounts for approximately two-thirds of people in jail nationwide.” Prison Policy Institute analyses of jail statistics show that “[t]he convicted population has actually decreased over the past 20 years,” while “[i]n most states over the last three decades, the number of people in jails has outpaced population growth by 2, 3 or even 4 times.” As a result, by 2009 a Bureau of Justice study showed that 34 percent of felony defendants detained in local jails pre-trial were there merely for inability to afford bond.

**Unintended Consequences**

There has been steadily increasing evidence compiled over the past several decades showing how pre-trial detention can have lasting negative effects on the accused, whether or not they are eventually found guilty. To begin with, setting bail above a defendant’s ability to pay plays heavily into the favor of prosecutors, as the accused may feel compelled to plead guilty simply to avoid the pre-trial detention or to spare their families from feeling obligated
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to scrape together bail on their behalf. A 2017 Stanford study in Harris County, Texas showed that even misdemeanor defendants were 25 percent more likely to plead guilty, and their average bail amounts were about $2,800.

It seems obvious, but bears repeating, that the overuse of high bail amounts is disproportionately devastating to lower-income accused, and they predictably represent a tremendous percentage of those who are detained pre-trial simply for inability to pay. A 2016 study showed that fully half of felony defendants were unable to pay afford a $5,000 bail (presumably requiring on average a $500 bond to secure release). This is in line with data showing that the median pre-arrest income of defendants held on bail is less than half that of their fellow citizens. This effective class distinction between those who are held pre-trial and those who are not is in obvious contradiction to basic notions of justice.

Adding insult to injury, for those unwilling or unable to meet bail, pre-trial detention has repeatedly been found to lead to a higher rate of being found guilty, longer sentences, and increased recidivism among those convicted. Various explanations likely factor into these alarming statistics, including a decreased ability of the accused to assemble a quality defense while incarcerated, the criminal associations and behaviors learned in jails, or untreated addiction or mental health issues. Another is that in many states those who are unable to afford their own counsel are not provided one for bail hearings.

For those who either end up not being convicted at all or not earning further incarceration, the pretrial detention period is particularly unjust, because the disruptions caused by even a short stint in the local jail can cause major, lasting social and economic harms to the defendant. Even brief incarceration may result in the loss of a job or housing, and strains upon the defendant’s family and social ties.

Of course, this increase in pre-trial incarceration has a cost in dollars too — estimated by the Prison Policy Initiative at over $13.6 billion per year. This is just the direct cost of housing these not-yet-convicted offenders, in addition to the indirect social and financial burdens imposed by all of the other collateral consequences discussed above.
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Reform: What Doesn’t Work

Given all of these deeply troubling problems caused or exacerbated by excessive cash bail, it is no surprise that momentum has grown for simply ending monetary requirements for bail altogether. However, taking the monetary bail option away from the menu of options available to judges may not be the panacea that reformers envision.

Take, for example, Maryland, which limited the use of cash bail, only to see an increase in the number of prisoners denied release options altogether. “Perhaps we didn’t consider the possibility that judges would routinely err on the side of incarceration.” writes the R Street Institute’s Stephen Greenhut in Reason, “It makes sense. What judge (especially an elected one) wants to be the one that mistakenly released a violent criminal?”

In addition to attempting to eliminate cash bail altogether, some states have eliminated private bail bondsmen. The many detractors of private bail bonds correctly point out the rent-seeking incentive the bondsmen have to lobby against reforms to cash bail. As the Texas Public Policy Foundation’s Marc Levin notes, however, commercial bail bondsmen can serve an important role in letting private markets take the costs of ensuring trial attendance (and securing those who abscond) off the ledger of a state’s criminal justice system. They can also be a buffer to help ensure that the full profit from forfeited bail amounts do not redound to the employers of the same people assigning the bail.

It is important to note that in spite of the presumption of innocence, the constitutionality of both cash bail and of refusing to offer bail for severe crimes has been upheld multiple times by the U.S. Supreme Court. Chief Justice Fred Vinson noted that “Like the ancient practice of securing oaths of responsible persons to stand as sureties for the accused, the modern practice of requiring a bail bond or the deposit of a sum of money subject to forfeiture serves as additional assurance of the presence of an accused.” Excessive bail may be unconstitutional, but what classifies as “excessive” is very much left for lawmakers and judges to figure out.

Promising State-Level Reforms

Just because cash bail is effective doesn’t mean it shouldn’t be constrained, or that it is the only effective means of achieving the same end. Indeed, alternative pre-trial release conditions are in effect in many states and can be used in conjunction with or instead of cash bail in many instances.

• Eliminate cash bail amounts that are not tied to public safety or flight risk: Rigid bail schedules and mandatory minimum bails set per crime are well outside the primary purpose of ensuring that the accused show up in court. Whatever guidelines and restraints
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may be placed upon judges in setting bail, a formulaic index of bail amounts by offense will always end up entrapping offenders who might otherwise be judged perfectly safe to release on recognizance or under supervision.

- **Use risk assessment as a component of (not a replacement for) bail judgments:** As with sentencing and supervision reform, one possibility in reforming bail amounts is to reevaluate risk assessment. As a cautionary note, however, data-driven risk assessment has limitations, not the least of which is that the inputs in a risk assessment formula can’t be assumed to be bias-free. And in general, there is no substitute for human judgment and contextual information about an accused offender’s danger to society or likelihood to flee. Nevertheless, states which have seen some of the most successful bail reform efforts (in terms of both reduced pre-trial detention and lower crime rates), like New Jersey and Kentucky, have successfully incorporated some level of impartial risk assessment into their process of scheduling bail.

- **Presume release for minor offenses:** One component of better risk assessment could certainly be establishing a broader number of minor, especially non-violent, crimes for which pre-trial release is presumptively granted. Simply placing the burden on the state to make a case for why a person poses enough of a risk to demand a large cash bail should be enough to reduce the number of unreasonable bail amounts handed out, while allowing judges a necessary degree of discretion.

- **Increase availability of non-cash bail options:** Successful reforms also look beyond cash bail at the many other ways that pre-trial release and public safety can be balanced. For example, pre-trial supervision can be an effective substitute, though as we explore in our brief on probation and parole supervision, the structure and incentives of a supervision program are key to whether they succeed. The increased ubiquity of technology can ease the burden of pre-trial supervision for both the justice system and on the accused.

Pre-trial diversionary programs can also offer a way to allow release without bond that may also serve to help direct the accused to ways they can deal with contributing factors to their arrest, such as addiction or mental health issues. A number of states (including, once again, New Jersey) have begun to expand such programs, which if well administered can reap the social and fiscal benefits of helping people out of dangerous or antisocial behaviors and therefore preventing future crimes.

Balancing the interests of public safety with the bedrock principle of innocence until proven guilty is never more difficult in practice than in the period after an arrest. No simple fix, such as merely eliminating all cash bail, can strike that balance perfectly, nor are either judges or algorithms perfect in evaluating risk. However, states and localities should always aim to ensure that cash bail, to the extent that is used, does not function as a cost barrier to mere participation in a fair and just legal system.
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